Update 8/6/18
CAMB 712-301: Topics in Cancer Biology
1 credit
Fall 2018, Mon 1-2:30 and Fridays 12-1pm
September 10 – December 17, 2018
Location: BRB 801 (Monday) and Class of ’68 auditorium (Friday)
Faculty: Sandra Ryeom (sryeom@upenn.edu) and Luca Busino (businol@upenn.edu)

**Monday 9/10/18:** Intro to Topics in Cancer Biology
- Active Listening (discuss rubric for critiques)
- Effective presentations
- Writing an Aims Page
- Choose background paper for Student #1

**Monday 9/17:** Student #1/2 Present Paper
- Discuss questions proposed by other classmates
  Student #1/2: Chalk talks on topic

**Monday 9/24:** Student #3/4 Present Paper
- Discuss questions proposed by other classmates
  Student #3/4: Chalk talks on topic

**Friday 9/28:** CB WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 10/1:** Student #5/6 Present Papers
- Discuss questions proposed by other classmates
  Student #5/6: Chalk talks on topic

**Friday 10/5 CAMB SYMPOSIUM (no WIP)**

**Monday 10/8:** NO CLASS

**Friday 10/12:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 10/15:** Student #7/8 Present Papers
- Discuss questions proposed by other classmates
  Student #7/8: Chalk talks on topic

**Friday 10/19:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 10/22:** Student #9/10 Present Papers
- Discuss questions proposed by other classmates
  Student #9/10 Chalk talks on topic

**Friday 10/26:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 10/29:** Student #11/12 Present Papers
- Discuss questions proposed by other classmates
  Student #11/12 Chalk talks on topic
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**Friday 11/2:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 11/5:** Student #13/14 Present Papers
- Discuss questions proposed by other classmates
  Student #13/14 Chalk talks on topic

**Friday 11/9:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 11/12:** Writing an Aims Page
- background
- preliminary data
- hypothesis
- aims

**Friday 11/16:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 11/19:** NO CLASS

**Monday 11/26:** Discuss background and preliminary data of students 1-7

**Friday 11/30:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 12/3:** Discuss background and preliminary data of students 8-14

**Friday 12/7:** WIP (2 CB student presentations)
- submit critiques for each presentation

**Monday 12/10:** Discuss hypothesis and aims for all students

**Monday 12/17:** Mock study section, critique all aims pages.